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Coop Looking for Two
Summer Interns
Brad Scheer

Farmers Coop is offering two different internship
positions this summer. The first position will be specific to
our Agronomy Department in which some of the primary
duties will be aiding in the development and maintenance
of our Dryland Answer Plot that will be going in south
of Cheney. For those that did not attend our Answer Plot
tours up at Inman last year, this is an excellent opportunity for us to be able to host one of these sites. We are
very fortunate to be able to work with Winfield Solutions
in many aspects and the Dryland Answer Plot is just one
of them. Along with those duties of the Dryland Answer
Plot, the intern will work along side of one of our Agronomist aiding in tissue sampling and various other duties as
needed.
The second position will be specific to our Seed Department in which the intern will work along side of our
Seed Specialist aiding in the operation of our new Bulk
Seed Plant, helping with seed plots that are going in, as
well as other duties as needed. If you or anyone you know
is interested in one of these positions, please contact me at
316-542-3182. We will need to find out the requirements
by your university that you are attending to assure that
we follow the guidelines necessary to receive full credit
for the intern thru your university.

Farmers Coop agronomist, Doug Bates, checks a
local wheat field for development and problems.
Farmers Coop employees Dean Krehbiel and Jim Kitchen prepare
to deliver a tank for AFD customers.
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“OUR MISSION IS TO BE A PROFITABLE, QUALITY
SUPPLIER OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES”
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by Brad Scheer

Aaron Pauly
Director

have on order is all that we will be able
to get. On a positive note, we still have
a good supply available, but expect it to
move fast.
For those of you not familiar
with it, Green treat Dynamo is our fastest growing sorghum sudan in terms of
sales with increases of over 400% the
last three years. Dynamo is a relatively
new technology combining a 6-gene
BMR (highest forage quality and palatability) with a brachytic dwarf gene
for increased leaf to stem ratio. Forage
samples taken of Dynamo compared
to conventional sorghum sudan show
dramatic increases in protein content,
digestibility, and palatability without
giving up yield or standability. A new
product being introduced this year
is Blue Ribbon 3D. Blue Ribbon is a
unique combination of a true sudan X
sudan cross which also carries a BMR

Greg Reno
Director

Ron Simon
Director
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Law of Gravity:

gene. A true sudan will have a smaller
stem and a faster regrowth than sorghum X sudan crosses making this an
excellent product for multicut haying
situations. Producers should also see
a reduced drying time of one to three
days over sorghum forages. We have
obtained a very limited supply of Blue
Ribbon 3D for the upcoming season, so
place your orders early.
Although the weather may have
an effect on the situations that we are
facing today as well as what we will
be doing down the road, obstacles can
be hurdled with a little planning and
prevention. All of us at the Coop are
here to help you be successful and are
here to answer any questions you may
have. Feel free to call any of us with
your questions or concerns we want to
be your business partner and will do
our best to find a solution.

After your hands become coated with grease, your nose will begin to itch, and you’ll have to pee.

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION
DAY COMING APRIL 28
Mark your calendars for
the Farmers Coop Customer Appreciation Day.
It will be on April 28, 2012
at Garden Plain north of
the Feed Store from 11:00
A.M.-1:00 P.M. Come enjoy a free hamburger or
hotdog!
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CGM

WORKING TOWARDS YOUR FULL POTENTIAL

The wheat is looking very good, and the corn is
either in the ground or will be shortly. With this year’s
mild winter and spring, the wheat crop has the potential to be earlier than normal. The potential is there for
a very good wheat crop, and we are planning accordingly. We are trying to get the elevators as empty as
possible in anticipation for a great harvest.
CGM earnings look good for the start of 2012.
We held as much wheat as possible for as long as possible to capture the carry in the futures market. The
result of that is a 50% increase in earnings for the first
quarter of 2012 verses 2011. The coop members of
CGM that have finished their fiscal year have all recorded strong or record earnings.
The markets have been volatile as always. I
am writing this before the USDA Planting Intentions
report comes out on March 30th. This report will be a
good roadmap of what to expect moving forward. All
commodities will be trying to buy acres. We will have
to see how everything plays out over the next couple of

months.
As corn goes into the ground, do not forget to
start working on a plan to sell your crops. It is never
too early to start thinking about what you want/need
for your crop and the begin working on a marketing
plan. Every producer should have a marketing plan for
each crop they produce. A good marketing plan allows
you to set goals for “good” prices. I consider a good
price to be one that allows you to meet your profitability goals. For more information on creating marketing plans, go to your local coop’s website or check
out www.cgmllc.coop, and look for the marketing plan
template and crop budgets. These documents will help
you to become a better marketer of grain.
We hope that the weather continues to cooperate and allows for the full potential of the wheat crop
and for great planting weather later this spring. From
all of us at CoMark Grain, we wish you a very prosperous and safe harvest.

PLANNING IS KEY
Weather is arguably the single
most important factor affecting our
management practices within our
respective agricultural operations.
Without a doubt, this past year has
been challenging on all of us with
drastic swings in weather from record lows to record heat and drought.
Even today we continue to endure
dramatic weather phenomena having
just experienced the warmest March
on record in over one hundred years.
What does this mean for us? We must
adapt our management practices to fit
the scenario Mother Nature has given.
One result of the warmer than
average spring temperatures is the
early onslaught of insects in our crops.
Fall crop planting is already underway with corn going in the ground;
beans, milo, and forages will follow
soon. Under normal seasonal tempera-

Doug Scheer

tures, the beans and sorghum would
not be planted until mid-May, but if
soils continue to warm at the current
rate, it could be much sooner. With
increased insect activity, protecting
you newly planted seed and seedlings
will be more important than ever.
CruiserMaxx Plus in one such product
that will protect your newly planted
beans against aphids, bean leaf beetles,
flea beetles, grubs, wireworm, and
seed maggots. It is one of the broadest
spectrum insecticide/fungicide combinations available. Common yield
increases of three to four bushels per
acre easily offset the cost of $7-$9 per
acre especially when you consider $13
per bushel bean prices. In addition,
you will see a faster emergence, increased root and plant growth, as well
as a stronger healthier plant with the
ability to handle stress better than the
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Ryan McCoy

untreated.
Last summers stretch of record
high heat and drought covered such a
large area of the country, sorghum and
forage seed production took a major
blow. Much of this seed is produced in
Texas which suffered the same extreme temperatures and drought that
we experienced, and in some areas, it
was worse. As a result, seed supplies
have been greatly reduced compared
to years past, and coupled with a high
demand due to low forage production
and dwindled forage stockpiles, it has
set up a bad situation of high demand
and low supply. I would encourage
livestock producers to place orders
for their forage and milo needs early
to ensure availability when planting
season arrives. Most seed companies
are already either sold out or supplies
are very low indicating that what we
Law of Mechanical Repair:

The Business of Serving
Terry Kohler

It is hard to
believe that
Easter has
already came
and went,
bringing that
rejuvenation
that many
of us need.
The trees
are budding
out, and the
pastures and grass that has been
brown since July are now a more
pleasing green. The early morning air has a refreshing smell to
it, while the birds chirp away and
welcome the day. SPRING is here!
Also right around the corner, we
are set up for an early wheat harvest. Maybe the warm up is a little
too early, but only time will tell. We
worry too much about things we
can’t control, or at least some of us
do.
My job with this article is to
prepare you for what you will see
in the rest of the newsletter. We see
some interesting and exciting agriculture trends coming for producers. We are a “service” Coop, meaning we try to do more than just sell
inputs and handle your outputs.
We attempt to inform, communicate, educate, and provide services
that you can use and that hopefully
carry some value to you.
• We receive several trade magazines, just like you do, and we
also try to follow the industry
news on the web. One thing that
had my attention is the financial
condition and forecasts of the
multi-international companies.
ADM had an 89% decline in the
second quarter, which ended on

December 31, 2011. Cargill ended
their 2nd quarter in November
30, 2011 and posted an 88% decrease in earnings over the previous year. Explanations ranged
from one- time items, including
asset impairments, acquisition and integration expenses,
volatility in the markets, and just
lower margins. Both companies
have reduced their employee
workforce by the thousands. The
trend appears to show lower
earnings for agricultural companies during today’s volatile
economic environment.
• We have created a lot of interest
in the AFD system recently. Dean
and Jim have placed a lot of fuel
tanks in the country. This is truly
the most efficient way of delivery
of fuel from the refinery to the
farm with the help of technology. We will soon be using this
AFD system to keep our cardtrol
system full at Cheney. This site
has the largest daily volume of
movement of fuel for any of our
cardtrols and has some of the
smallest storage tanks of our
cardtrols. The marketing alternatives for contracting, purchasing,
and carrying of inventory are
also assets to the program.
• Try direct deposit of your grain
checks. Imagine calling from
your house or tractor to sell
grain to be deposited into your
bank the next day. You can stay
on that tractor or combine and
you don’t burn that expensive
gas running after the check to
get to the bank by closing time.
You can do that! It is simple as
filling out a direct deposit form.

Any tool, nut, bolt, screw, when dropped, will roll to the least accessible corner.

When the FSA offices made this
a mandatory payment method
several years ago, I was the first
to balk. But, after years of receiving funds this way, it is a simple,
painless, and efficient process for
both parties.
• It is so exciting to see the new
developments in agronomy
technology and seed genetics.
You will have an opportunity to
watch those developments up
close at the Answer Plot. You will
read more about that in Doug
Bates’sarticle. The relationship
with Winfield Solutions and the
Farmers Coop is going to another
level with the introduction of
the Answer Plot site. The information these plots can carry
forward for area producers and
producers all over the Midwest
will be unmeasureable.
• We were driving around the other day, and I noticed the developments and the land that used to
be productive farmland is now
in housing, streets, ponds, shopping centers, etc. There is another category of land that is being
used, and it is the undeveloped,
unproductive land. Some inviduals purchase land and just let it
lay. They are not interested in
alternative farming or developments. They want the land to go
back to the “natural way.” I am
not judging that by any means;
this philoshopy simply affects
our business in the future. Either
way, we are losing a lot of land in
our area. The importance of this
is that it is less land available in
our area that will produce grain
and use inputs from the local
[Quarter Two | 2012] Partners in Production
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Chairman’s Thoughts
It seems that spring is upon us
a little earlier than normal this year,
bringing warmer days and the greening
up of the wheat. Your board of directors
is continuing to work on several issues
that will help your coop thrive for another 80 plus years. As board members,
we are looking at ways to improve the
efficiencies of the Farmers Coop. There
are several things we look at each month
to see what is working and what can be
improved upon, the same way each of
you look at your own operations.
One of the departments that we
see some need for improvement is the
fuel department. As a board, we are looking at ways to improve the logistics of the
fuel delivery system. It is not profitable
for us to deliver fuel to one customer
with a load of 500 gallons of fuel when
they call in, and drive right past someone
who is going to call in two days later who
wants 1000 gallons. We are working to
set up a system that can service both customers at once instead of doubling up on
miles and man hours sitting in a truck.
AFD (Automated Fuel Delivery) is the answer to that problem. A monitor installed
in an existing tank at your farm, or a new
tank that the Farmers Coop will lease to
you, will let the route driver know who
needs fuel at any given time. The driver
may stop to fill your tank, or only top off
your tank on the way by, saving doubling
up on miles and man hours in the truck.
You will only be billed for the fuel used
each month, whether it is 50 gallons or
5,000 gallons. Your price for the fuel will
be averaged out over the month giving you, the customer, an average price

for the month. On average that price is
better than just a one day delivery price
throughout the month. Contracting fuel
is also an option if you wish throughout
the year having it delivered the same
way, or you even have the option of being
able to buy out your tank of fuel at any
given time. It is a program we wish each
of you would consider looking at, and we
can come up with a plan to meet your
individual needs.
Another area of the Coop we
are looking at improving efficiencies of
is in our fertilizer and chemical department whether it is investing in larger
and faster applicators, improving our
paper forms for acres to be applied, or
even the way those acres are billed out.
We are looking at ways to improve and
eliminate human error in transposing
those numbers from one paper form to
another or even from one location to
another. We are also looking at ways to
improve your bottom line through the
use of technology. Some of the technology we are investing in is a variable rate
applicator that can save you thousands
on fertilizer or lime be able to put the
nutrients exactly where they need to be
placed. Some of these newer technology’s
benefits are variable rate application of
acres or being able to cover more of your
acres in a timely manner. These are ways
we as a coop are trying to improve our
efficiencies. This allows you as producers
and owners of the coop to improve upon
your bottom line.
Sitting in line at the elevator is
something none of us like to do when we
know the combine or grain cart is going

Chad Basinger

to be waiting at the edge of the field when
we return. As a board, we continue to
look at ways to improve our grain receiving systems at each location whether it
is changing up a drive way to give better
access to larger trucks or speeding up the
unloading process with a larger leg or
receiving pit. We are looking at which facilities need to have improvements done
to them to help accommodate the larger
combines and trucks of our day. Also, we
are looking at which facilities will not be
able to handle the larger machinery and
larger bushels we are receiving with new
and improved varieties and how to move
forward with these facilities to better
serve you in the years to come. Several
options are a different receiving pit with
a larger leg or even a more centralized
location for delivery of your bushels. Everything has a lifespan to it, and most of
these elevators were built to handle a 30
bushel wheat crop, delivered 200 bushel
at a time, around 50 plus years ago. With
the larger equipment and higher yields,
along with the introduction of more fall
acres, we need to make several improvements to accommodate those bushels.
As always the safety of our
employees as well as those delivering
the grain and even those living close by
our facilities is always a major concern
to us. With different events happening,
closer to home each time it seems, we, as
a board, want to ensure the safety of all
those involved in our company.
As a board, we will continue to
work on the efficiencies of your business,
the Farmers Coop, to improve your bottom line as individual patrons.

PRE-EMERGENT HERBICIDE WHY DELIVER YOUR GRAIN TO
SPRING IS HERE, and it is an excellent time to be reviewing
your spring crop herbicide program. Using pre-emergent
herbicides, along with a typical burn-down program, offer
another tool to help effectively manage the weed populations in your fields. Although you are planting Roundup
Ready varieties, a pre-emergent can be an effective tool to
combat early weed pressures depending on the weeds you
are targeting. The goal with a pre-emergent herbicide is to
ultimately try to reduce weed competition early. As a reminder, a pre-emergent herbicide requires incorporation
by either rainfall or mechanical incorporation. If adequate
moisture is not received in a timely manner, pre-emergent
control will be reduced. To close, it is very important to keep
in mind that when trying to control tough weeds, you need
to focus on breaking that particular weed cycle, whether it
is through crop-rotation or using different chemistries to
achieve your goals and help to prevent chemical resistance
to weeds

AFD READY AND AVAILABLE

Susie Graber

SPRING ARRIVED in a big hurry this year. Even after our
mild winter, it lifts the spirits to see all the spring flowers
and green grass. Jim and Dean have been busy in this nice
weather delivering and setting up tanks for the automated
fule delivery (AFD) system. We have tanks available if you
are interested in joining this efficient fuel-delivery system.
One of the biggest advantages of this system is deferred
billing where you are only billed for the fuel you actually
use each month. This helps your cash flow by not having to
finance the fuel stored in your tank. Of course, you still have
the opportunity to contract just as you have in the past.

Variable Rate Application Up and Running
The first variable rate application by the Farmers Coop occurred on March 12. With this
new techology, Farmers Coop
will be able to more efficently
apply crop nutrients where
needed.
Farmers Coop employees
Dean Krehbiel and Jim Kitchen
prepare a tank for installation
onto AFD system.
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Law of Random Numbers :

FARMERS COOP?Brad Scheer

James Renner

WHY CHOOSE FARMERS
COOP to be your partner in
your farming operation? Not
only are we just as competitive as other local elevators,
I feel that we also hold a
competitive advantage.
Where else can you go and
find someone willing to help
you manage your margins
in your fields? We want to
be more than just a place to
deliver your grain; we want
to be the ones that are there
with you throughout the
entire process from providing
seed, fertilizer, and chemical
recommendations to you to
helping you develop a solid
marketing plan
as well. We have
the employees
that have the
knowledge and
capacity of doing
this all.
Don’t
forget about our
commitment to
keeping a seven year revolving payout on patronage.
There are few, if any, cooperatives that can compete with
what we return to our members through our seven year
revolving patronage payout.
Since going to a direct patronage method in 2010, we have
paid back an average of just
under 14.5 cents per bushel
on your grain delivered into
Farmers Coop.
Also, do not forget
about Direct Ship Grain delivered into terminals through
Farmers Coop. Since 2010, we
have paid back an average of

just under 4.5 cents for those
bushels delivered through
Farmers Coop.
You have to weigh
out all the alternatives when
you are looking to price your
bushels for delivery. There
are several different places
that want your business and
for you to deliver your grain
to them. They even go as far
as putting people on your
farms to try and get your
business. But, you have to ask
yourself, what else can they
offer you and your farming operation other than a
place to deliver your grain?
My guess is not a lot. With
the price of fuel
and the spread
between delivering your grain
locally versus
terminals, right
now, depending on logistics,
it doesn’t make
sense to deliver
to a terminal. If you look at
the bid at Belmont versus
Hutchinson Grain Terminal,
the difference is 17 cents.
That may seem like a lot, but
the freight costs involved
in delivering that grain into
Hutchinson is 21 cents per
bushel and that cost could be
increasing with the price of
fuel on the rise.
We are here to be
your partner in your entire
farming operation. We want
to do what is best for you and
build a relationship that will
last for more than one farm
visit at a time!

We would like to congratulate Andy Warner, Spencer
Voigt, and Doug Bates for their accomplishments in receiving their 1A Commercial Applicator License. We also like
to commend those who have already received their endorsement and continue to maintain their licenses as well.

The probability of being watched is directly proportional to the stupidity of your act.
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GARD’N

WISE
Troy Simmons

APRIL

If you haven’t already applied a crabgrass preventer, do it now. The unusually warm winter and
spring we have had means things are a little
ahead of schedule. The broadleaf weeds like
dandelions have also enjoyed the unusually
warm winter. Spot spray any weeds that you
see with Fertilome Weed Free Zone. This
herbicide works on hard to kill weeds and
in cool temperatures without harming your
existing grass. Plant onion sets and plants,
radishes, lettuce, cabbage now if you haven’t
already.

MAY

Hopefully by the time
this article comes out,
we will have not had
a significant freeze, so
let’s keep our fingers
crossed for all the people
that have fruit trees. In
Kansas, we usually get
a fruit crop once every four years due to a hard freeze. To
control insects and disease on your fruit, use Bonide Fruit
Tree Spray or Fertilome Fruit Tree Spray every 10 to 14 days
after petal drop. Never spray when the tree is in bloom, as
this will prevent the pollinators from pollinating the flower.
Plant tomatoes, peppers, sweet corn, cucumbers, and beans

JUNE

It is now time to get after those bagworms; you
have been looking at those ugly bags all winter
and spring. Each female bag can produce over
1,000 bagworms, and the first hatch usually happens around Memorial Day. Use Hi-Yield 38 Plus
thoroughly soaking the tree and shrub to get the
bagworms on the inside as well as the outside.
A follow up application may be necessary two
weeks later to ensure good control.

Contracting Interest Picking Up
Brad Scheer

Things are looking
optimistic for our growing
wheat crop. We can only
hope that Mother Nature
cooperates throughout the
remainder of the year to
ensure bountiful crops for
each and everyone. After
last year, I think I speak for
everyone when I say that we
do not want to experience
another year like 2011 for
quire some time.
I have been getting a
lot of calls recently wanting
to know if July 2012 wheat is
going to get back up around
the $7 per bushel mark. I
wish I had the answer for
you that you all want to hear,
but I don’t. The one piece
of advice I can offer is don’t
wait around for that couple
extra cents because it ends
up costing you 25 cents.

After last year, a lot
of people are hesitant about
contracting any bushels for
future delivery. Contracting
interest has definitely picked
back up, though. Since the
first of March, we have purchased 26,500 bushel of 2012
new crop wheat, and 5,000
bushel of July 2013 wheat.
That is almost 5,000 bushel
more than the two previous
months combined. Fall 2012
new crop purchases consist
of 15,250 bushel of corn,
milo, and beans. That is over
8,000 bushel more than the
two previous months combined. We have also had
interest pick up in bushels
delivered directly from the
farm to the terminal, or
direct ship bushels. Since the
first of the year, we have had
purchases of 8,000 bushel of
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wheat and 22,000 bushel of
beans.
I do want to touch
base again on some of the
contracting services that
are available to you through
Farmers Coop. There are
several different contracting options available to you,
such as, forward contracts,
basis contracts, hedge to
arrive contracts, and many
others. One of the contracting options that we offer
that has picked up a lot in
popularity as of lately is offer
contracts. Whether you have
stored grain or are looking
to contract grain for future
delivery, offer contracts are
an excellent tool available to
you at no cost. All you need
to do is call us up with your
target price, and we will put
an offer in and run it for

10 days in both the day and
night session. If your target
price is reached, then your
offer is filled and at that time
becomes a cash sale or a purchase contract. You can cancel your offer anytime prior
to filling. We do ask that you
keep your offers at a minimum of 1,000 bushel if at all
possible. Again, this is an excellent tool when the market
is currently below your goal.
Your grain is always exposed
to the market and it takes
some of the added pressure
of you trying to market your
grain.
To learn more about
our contracting options
available to you, visit our
website at www.gardenplaincoop.com and click on
“Marketing Services.”
Law of Probability:

THE FEED STORE IS YOUR

FARM PRODUCTS

ONE STOP SHOP
Joe Krehbiel

Concerning cattle, don’t overlook the importance of a good summer mineral program. Make sure you have free choice mineral available at all times. The
Feed Store carries a complete line of Purina mineral either in the granular or tub
form. These minerals from Hi-Mag to regular can be matched with most combinations of fly control and/or various levels of chlortetracycline and/or availa 4.
This year, Purina has launched a new wind and rain STORM FORMULA mineral;
the results
have been amazing by having virtually no product loss to weather factors.
Today, the high cattle prices make a creep feeding a “no brainer.” Take
advantage of these prices by selling the extra pounds of beef these programs produce. The cost to profit ratio has never been better. The feed department has a
full line of creep feeds available from “pasture gest” for smaller calves to “accurcreep” with intake modifiers to control consumption. These programs will help
put more cash in your pocket.
Experiencing the high cost and availability of forages in the past year
should help us realize the importance of concentrating more acres for forage production. The ability secure complete mixes from Purina for most of your livestock
needs really does lower the demand on home raised grain products. It is much
easier to transport concentrates instead of forages. You might keep this in mind
when planning your production acres.
As always, thank you for your business, and don’t forget the various products we have available at the feed store to meet your needs for the new season,
which are featured in the sidebar to the right.

Meng Named Scholarship Winner
Congratulations to Michael Meng, this year’s recipient of the Tony Bergkamp
Scholarship. Michael of Pretty Prairie is a senior at Kingman High School
and plans on attending Kansas State University this fall where
he will study mechanical engineering. During his high school
career, Michael has been very involved and achieved much
success. He has participated in football, basketball, and
baseball for all four years of high school, serving as captain
of his football team. He has also been active in FFA, 4-H, and
CYO. This year, Michael was elected by his peers as student
body vice president, and he has maintained a very impressive 3.94 GPA during his time at Kingman High School
and was part of National Honor Society. As part of
his application for the scholarship, Michael wrote,
“I love working on cars and tearing stuff apart to
see how it works. I also like to build and design
things to make it a little easier around the farm.
Engineering is perfect for that. Without the help
of many people, this would all just be a dream.
With the support of my family and the monetary
support of this and many other scholarships, this
dream will become a reality.”
If you dial a wrong number, you never get a busy signal, and someone always answers.

T posts
Electric fence posts
Insulators of all types
Barbed wire
Electric wire
No. 9 wire
Wire stretchers
Wire tightners
Pliers
Fencing pliers
Staples
Gloves
Pliers pouch
Gates: light and heavy duty
Panels: portable and wire
Fencers: solar, 12 volt, and AC

LIVESTOCK PRODUCTS
Ear tags: ID and insecticide
Mineral feeders
Fly dust bags
Fly sprays
Back rubbers
Wormers: pour on and injectable
Most cattle vaccines
Water tanks
Ritchie waterers
Bury water hydrants
Automatic tank floats
Creep feeders
Feed bunks

LAWN AND GARDEN
Grass seed
Lawn fertilizer: with or without crab
grass and weed control
Crab grass and weed control: granular and liquid
Garden lime
Garden gypsum
Cedar mulch
River rock
Vegetation killer
Weed pre-emergents
Ground sterilizer
Full line of garden seeds: bulk and
packets
Garden plants and flowers
Plant fertilizer
Full line of insecticides-concentrates,
rtu, and powders
Garden rakes, hoes, shovels, and forks
Sprayers: back-pack and hand-held
Water hose
Sprinklers
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Doug Bates
There are certain relationships that when you make them, you know immediately it will be a positive
one for many years; it feels like you have known each other for a long time already. We all have friends
like that, the ones that from the first time you met them, there is an immediate trust that you know will
benefit you both. Croplan Genetics along with Winfield Solutions both Land O’ Lakes companies is a
relationship like that. From the very beginning, our two companies have formed a relationship that is
mutually beneficial. They are providing us with not only superior Croplan seed genetics, but they also
provide the support to place the right hybrid and/or variety in the right field according to soil type, nitrogen response, population response, and maturity. In the past, we have been able to tour their research
locations termed Answer Plots near Inman, Kansas. These plots are real life plots that highlight various
genetics as well as management levels (Gold, Silver, and Bronze). They are very impressive plots that
generate very valuable data. The only problem with the Inman location is the fact that 1) it is irrigated,
and 2) it is on soil type that is not necessarily represented in our geography. That is until recently. We at
your Farmers Coop are privileged to announce that we will have our very own Answer Plot in our trade
area. The research and demonstration plot, one of only 150 or so Answer Plots in the world, is located
just south of the Sedgwick County Fairgrounds in Cheney. We will be conducting many events throughout the growing season, so keep on the lookout for information concerning those plot tours.

Farmers Coop producers learn about different corn hybrids at answer plot last summer.
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Farmers Coop producers get involved in Answer Plot by digging bean plants to examine root growth and development.
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